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for next-generation optical applications.[7,8] 
Alkali metal intercalation can be applied 
to electronically decouple adjacent layers 
in 2D materials.[9] Due to the low diffu-
sion barrier along the zigzag direction 
at room temperature, BP exhibits highly 
anisotropic and fast alkali metal diffusion, 
which allows fast charge and discharge 
of ions during energy storage.[4] How-
ever, alkali metal intercalated BP is highly 
unstable due to oxidation process in the 
presence of light, water, and oxygen.[10,11]

Recent passivation approaches to sta-
bilize BP flakes include coating with 
Al2O3 using atomic layer deposition,[12,13] 
encapsulation by hexagonal boron nitride 
(h-BN),[14] oxygen plasma etching followed 
by Al2O3 coating,[15] and covalent func-
tionalization.[10] However, some of these 
methods are incompatible with the inter-
calated alkali metal due to side reactions. 

Furthermore, plasma etching and covalent functionalization 
inevitably introduce undesirable and irreversible defects and 
modifications to BP, resulting in poor device performance.[16] 
Therefore, there is a need to identify a method to generate 
chemically stable, alkali-metal intercalated BP, such that the 
stability of such devices can be sufficiently enhanced for appli-
cations in nanoelectronics, energy storage, and optoelectronics.

Herein, we intercalated BP with LiH (abbreviated as LiH-BP), 
this has the effect of converting bulk BP into highly stable, quasi-
monolayer BP, which provides a stark contrast to air-exposed, 
exfoliated BP which degrades rapidly within hours. LiH-BP 
exhibits photoluminescence (PL) consistent with the optical 
gap of monolayer BP, which indicates that the intercalation of 
a bulk BP crystal decouples the near surface region into quasi- 
monolayer BP. Surface analysis using X-ray photoemission 
spectroscopy (XPS) reveals that LiH intercalation reduces the 
oxygen reactivity of BP. Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) 
reveals that LiH-BP retains good crystallinity and transport study 
shows that it has carrier mobility up to ≈800 cm2 V−1 s−1 even 
after ambient exposure. Our study therefore demonstrates a way 
to prepare air stable, quasi-monolayer BP on bulk BP without 
mechanical exfoliation, and opens up possibilities for investi-
gating the novel electronic and optoelectronic properties of highly 
unstable layered 2D systems which are difficult to exfoliate.

Black Phosphorus is a 2D layered material held by van der 
Waal’s interactions as shown in Figure 1. The spaces between 
the layers allow for the intercalation of alkali metals; however, 

Black phosphorus (BP) exhibits thickness-dependent band gap and high 
electronic mobility. The chemical intercalation of BP with alkali metal has 
attracted attention recently due to the generation of universal supercon-
ductivity regardless of the type of alkali metals. However, both ultrathin 
BP, as well as alkali metal-intercalated BP, are highly unstable and corrode 
rapidly under ambient conditions. This study demonstrates that alkali metal 
hydride intercalation decouples monolayer to few layers BP from the bulk 
BP, allowing an optical gap of ≈1.7 eV and an electronic gap of 1.98 eV to be 
measured by photoluminescence and electron energy loss spectroscopy at 
the intercalated regions. Raman and transport measurements confirm that 
chemically intercalated BP exhibits enhanced stability, while maintaining a 
high hole mobility of up to ≈800 cm2 V−1 s−1 and on/off ratio exceeding 103. 
The use of alkali metal hydrides as intercalants should be applicable to a wide 
range of layered 2D materials and pave the way for generating highly stable, 
quasi-monolayer 2D materials.

Alkali Metal Intercalation

Black phosphorus (BP) is the most stable allotrope of elemental 
phosphorus[1] consisting of puckered P atom layers[2] pos-
sessing highly anisotropic properties.[3] Alkali metal interca-
lated BP has recently received considerable attention due to the 
ability to tune intrinsic p-doped BP to the n-doping regime[4] 
as well as to convert BP into a Dirac semimetal.[5] Additionally, 
alkali metal intercalated BP exhibits superconductivity with 
critical temperature >3 K.[6] The direct band gap, robust exci-
tons, and quasi-1D trions in monolayer BP are highly attractive 
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it is known that alkali metal vapor corrodes BP. A liquid phase 
intercalation approach using electride salt (lithium in liquid 
ammonia) has been applied previously for Li intercalation, 
but the handling of these chemicals is highly tedious.[6] We 
found that Li evaporated from a standard Società Apparecchi 
Electrici e Scientifici (SAES) getter source provides a conven-
ient and corrosion-free way of intercalating BP at room tem-
perature. The intercalated Li can be converted to LiH by in situ 
hydrogenation.[17] As illustrated in Figure 1a, LiH intercalation 
of BP follows a two-stage process, the final product is a stable 
quasi-monolayer LiH-BP. Figure 1b shows the typical Raman 
spectrum of LiH-BP on 285 nm thick SiO2 substrate taken with 
a 532 nm laser. The observed Raman peaks at 362, 438, and 
466 cm−1 agree with the characteristic A1g, B2g, and A2g modes 
of BP, respectively.[17] In addition, there is a general redshift of 
the main Raman modes of BP (Figure S1, Supporting Infor-
mation), which may be due to intercalation-induced uniaxial 
strain along the zigzag directions, as well as electron transfer 
effects commonly observed in 2D materials.[18] Additionally, we 
note that the unique anisotropy of BP is retained (Figure S2, 
Supporting Information). The presence of LiH can be tracked 
using infrared photoinduced force microscopy (IR PiFM) with 
mid IR laser excitation. As shown in Figure 1c, two new peaks 
with energies of 922 and 947 cm−1 are present in the LiH-BP 
spectrum but not in pristine BP spectrum (and bare Si). These 
peaks are assigned to the transverse optical (TO) and longitu-
dinal optical (LO) modes of LiH, respectively.[19] The splitting of 
LO–TO modes is smaller than unintercalated LiH, which can 
be attributed to the decreased ionic character.[20]

The intercalation process was monitored in situ by electron 
spectroscopic techniques. Angle-resolved X-ray photoemission 

spectroscopy with a probe depth of ≈6 layers of BP shows con-
stant Li:P XPS peak ratios within different escape depths of 
the photoemitted electrons (changing polar angles from 0° to 
70°), indicating that Li is intercalated homogeneously within 
BP to a depth of ≈3 nm (Figure S3, Supporting Information). 
High resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) 
provides a continuous spectrum of all electronic excitations, 
in which the band gap of the sample can be extracted from a 
sharp core level onset delineated by an enhanced intensity 
from the background.[21] An incident electron beam energy 
of 16 eV was chosen to minimize broadening of the energy 
onset due to Cherenkov radiation. The energy resolution can 
be obtained from the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of 
the elastic peak and is determined to be 20 meV for pristine BP 
and 30 meV for LiH-BP. The emergence of peaks due to band-
to-band electronic transitions in intercalated BP following the 
intercalation of LiH is shown in Figure 2. The spectra are nor-
malized to the elastic peak of pristine BP, and the loss regions 
were scanned at the specular angle in the armchair direction. 
The loss region spectrum for pristine BP shows a single peak 
“P1” (onset energy = 0.31 eV) which we assign to the electronic 
band gap of bulk BP, in agreement with an earlier scanning 
tunneling spectroscopy study.[22] Upon LiH intercalation, new 
broad peaks labeled as “P2” (onset energy = 0.84 eV) and “P3” 
(onset energy = 1.21 eV) emerge, which correspond to the band 
gaps of 2 layer and 3 layer BP, respectively.[23] Upon further 
LiH intercalation, a new peak “P4” (onset energy = 1.98 eV) 
emerges, which agrees well with the direct band gap electronic 
transition of monolayer BP.[24,25] The Lorentzian peaks at 0.72 
and 0.88 eV can be assigned to trion and excitonic transitions 
(trion binding energy 0.16 eV), respectively.[26]
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Figure 1. a) Schematic showing LiH-intercalated BP showing few-layer (x < 0.15) and monolayer (x > 0.15) intercalated stage, where x refers to the 
atomic ratio of Li. Zoomed in side view model of black phosphorus is shown on the left. b) Raman spectrum of LiH-BP flake taken with 532 nm laser. 
Raman of pristine BP is shown for comparison. c) Infrared photoinduced force microscopy (IR PiFM) spectra of pristine BP and LiH-BP, showing the 
presence of LiH-related vibrational modes at 922 and 947 cm−1 in LiH-BP.
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To confirm that quasi-monolayer BP was formed on bulk 
BP after Li intercalation, we probed the optical band gap 
of LiH-BP using PL. To compare LiH-BP with pristine BP, 
we cover half the BP flake with h-BN to block the intercala-
tion, thus allowing only the exposed half to be intercalated 
(Figure 2b). The atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of 
this structure is shown in Figure S4 (Supporting Informa-
tion), it should be pointed out that the flake height is 4.7 nm, 
far exceeding the thickness of monolayer BP (0.53 nm), thus 
any PL observed originates mainly from near surface regions 
which have been decoupled by Li intercalation. Indeed, 
PL emission at 729 and 748 nm (1.70 and 1.65 eV, respec-
tively) can only be detected from the exposed flakes that were  
Li-intercalated, as shown in Figure 2b. The energy of PL emis-
sion agrees with what was reported previously for monolayer 
BP.[15] The intensity of the PL is inversely proportional to the 
dose level, possibly due to PL quenching effect by the intercal-
ants. By contrast, BN-covered, pristine BP does not exhibit any 
PL in the visible range; this is expected since pristine BP retains 
bulk behavior and emits in the infrared range. The exciton 

binding energy can be estimated by taking the difference 
between the PL energy and the single particle gap determined 
by HREELS, from which a value of ≈0.28 eV is determined. 
Our measured value is smaller than the previously reported 
exciton binding energy of 0.90 eV for freestanding monolayer 
BP,[25] the reasons could be due to screening effects from the 
underlying bulk BP substrate and the intercalants.

Additionally, we probed the evolution of valence band energy 
levels using ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS), as 
shown in Figure S5 (Supporting Information). The evolution 
of valence band maximum (VBM) is correlated with the atomic 
ratio of LiH deposited (determined by XPS at a Li deposition 
rate of 0.31 ML h−1) and is plotted in Figure 2c. Similar to our 
HREELS result, we observe the emergence of two new distinct 
phases, characterized by markedly different VBMs. For conven-
tional doping-induced VBM shift, the rigid band model applies 
and the VBM shifts monotonically with the atomic ratio of 
the intercalant. However, in the case of LiH-BP, the VBM in 
each phase remains relatively constant, which may be pinned 
by electron traps present in the BP. It has been reported that 
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Figure 2. Intercalation-induced phase changes of BP. a) High resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) spectra of BP with increasing LiH 
dose. Spectra are normalized to the elastic peak of pristine BP (black) and the loss regions are magnified 100 times for clarity. b) Photoluminescence 
spectra of BP (BN covered) and LiH-BP (quasi-monolayer phase abbreviated QML) showing optical PL emission at ≈1.7 eV, corresponding to the 
optical band gap of monolayer phosphorene. c) Valence band maximum (VBM) shift of LiH-BP obtained from ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy 
(UPS) as a function of atomic ratio of LiH obtained from X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS). Atomic ratio of Li is determined by the relative XPS 
intensity ratios of Li to BP after correcting for their respective atomic sensitivity factors.
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pristine BP contains a high concentration of electron trap-
ping sites.[27] When the atomic ratio (x) is larger than 0.15, the 
VBM increases abruptly to ≈1.23 eV; this implies that the band  
gap >1.23 eV, which suggests that quasi-monolayer phase has 
been formed at this stage. Our results show that the phase 
space of BP between different intercalation stages can be care-
fully controlled by the intercalation of LiH, which enables the 
band gap to be precisely controlled.

It is widely known that BP becomes more reactive as it is 
thinned down to the monolayer due to the shifts in band edge 
position, which has a stronger overlap with oxygen acceptor 
states.[28] As such, it is especially challenging to obtain pristine 
monolayer BP in the ambient. We have evaluated the stability 
of quasi-monolayer LiH-BP by subjecting it to ambient expo-
sure without any extra polymer encapsulation, and tracked 
structural degradation using Raman and AFM, as shown in 
Figure 3. The ratio of A1g to A2g Raman peak intensity is polar-
ization insensitive and has been found to be a sensitive marker 
of the oxidative degradation of BP.[28] Figure 3a shows the 
time evolution of the integrated peak ratio A1g/A2g of BP and  
LiH-BP. Additional stability testing based on intensity changes 
of Raman signals can be found in Figure S5 (Supporting Infor-
mation). When the samples are prepared freshly, both pristine 
BP and LiH-BP have an initial A1g/A2g ratio of ≈0.8. However, 
the A1g/A2g ratio decreases sharply for pristine BP after one 
day of exposure in the ambient, a key indication of oxidative 
degradation. By contrast, the A1g/A2g peak ratio of LiH-BP 
remains above 0.7 even after almost a month of air exposure. 
The slow decrease of A1g/A2g peak ratio observed for LiH-BP 
implies slow degradation in air, which is important for applica-
tions of alkali metal-intercalated BP under ambient conditions.

AFM provides a direct way to visualize ambient degrada-
tion of BP, which usually manifests in the form of surface 
protrusions due to the formation of phosphoric acid when BP 
is oxidized. It has been reported that small bumps (≈2.5 nm) 
appearing on the surface of BP just after the exfoliation in 
air are indicative of oxidative degradation,[13,29] and these will 
evolve into larger phosphoric acid droplets (>20 nm)[28] after a 
few days. As shown in Figure 3b, no protrusions were observed 

on LiH-BP even after ambient exposure for a month, as evi-
denced by the low surface roughness in the line profile. The 
small increase in substrate roughness was due to the oxidation 
of adsorbed Li on the substrate surface (Figure S6, Supporting 
Information). Notably, the apparent thickness of the LiH-BP 
flake had increased from ≈4 to ≈5 nm as compared to the  
as-exfoliated flake, which could be ascribed to LiH intercalation. 
Our control experiment showed that hydrogenation (hydrogen 
passivation) of BP alone did not impart stability against degra-
dation in air. Asperites >60 nm appeared in the hydrogenated 
BP flakes (without Li intercalation) just after 3 days of ambient 
exposure as shown in Figure 3b. We also excluded possibility of 
stabilization due to Li-intercalation alone, and proved unequivo-
cally that a two-step process, involving intercalation and hydro-
genation of the alkali metal, was required to fully stabilize the 
intercalated phase.

To understand the origin of the air stability of quasi- 
monolayer LiH-BP, XPS studies were carried out to analyze the 
chemical phases on BP following various treatments, as shown 
in Figure 4. Pristine BP sample which was prepared by exfo-
liation in glove box and vacuum box-transferred to XPS system 
exhibits the spin–orbit doublet P 2p1/2 and P 2p3/2 core level 
peaks with binding energies of 131.2 and 130.2 eV, respectively. 
These peaks correspond to phosphorus–phosphorus bonds in 
BP, in agreement with earlier studies.[30] Oxidized phosphorus 
species have binding energies higher than 134 eV, their absence 
in the XPS spectrum confirms the pristine quality of our exfo-
liated BP samples, which is further supported by their sharp 
LEED spots shown in the inset. After LiH intercalation, the  
P 2p3/2 core level peak shifts toward higher energy by 0.15 eV, 
due to n-doping induced Fermi level shift. Air exposure of 
LiH-BP causes the P 2p1/2 and P 2p3/2 core level peaks to be 
chemically shifted to 133.9 and 132.9 eV, respectively, as shown 
in Figure 4d, which we assigned to the formation of a meta-
stable P4O2 phase.[30,31] For comparison, when unhydrogen-
ated LiBP was exposed to air, higher oxidation states P 2p1/2 
and P 2p3/2 core level peaks at 136.2 and 135.2 eV, respectively, 
appeared due to the formation of P2O5 phase, as shown in 
Figure 4c. P2O5 phase also appeared for air-exposed pristine BP 
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Figure 3. Stability study of BP and LiH-BP. a) Time evolution of integrated Raman peak ratio A1g/A2g of LiH-BP flake and pristine BP following expo-
sure to air; the superior stability of LiH-BP is evident. Inset in (a) shows the magnified changes of the same in minutes scale. b) AFM investigation of 
surface morphology changes of LiH-BP (top panels) and BP treated with hydrogenation only (bottom panels) when subjected to ambient exposure. 
Left panels show the AFM topography and right panels show the line profile of the topography marked by a blue dash. Scale bar is 1 µm for top image 
and 5 µm for bottom image.
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without intercalation. Additionally, Li 1s core level peak shifts 
from 56.1 eV to 56.6 eV. The two different types of oxidation 
processes leading to the formation of P4O2 or P2O5 can be fur-
ther distinguished by surface sensitive LEED. The formation of 
P2O5 (control sample) causes the LEED spots to be blurred, as 
shown in the inset of Figure 4c, which is consistent with the for-
mation of a thicker oxidized phase. By contrast, the formation 
of P4O2 (LiH-BP sample) does not lead to degradation of sur-
face crystallinity, as evidenced by the sharp LEED spots shown 
in the inset of Figure 4d, suggesting that these are just surface 
adsorbed oxygen. LiH is a good electron donor and can donate 
electrons to the electron trap sites in BP or can neutralize the 
hole oxidizers in BP, the latter is analogous to strategies used 
to counteract photocorrosion in common semiconductors,[32] 
therefore the enhanced oxidation-resistance of LiH-BP can be 
due to the lowered chemical reactivity of BP following the passi-
vation of oxygen-reactive defect sites by LiH.[27,33] The relatively 
higher stability of LiH as compared to Li in the ambient is due 
to its much lower reactivity with N2 and O2 compared to Li.[34]

BP has attracted much interest as a high mobility  
material with a decent on/off ratio, but its application in elec-
tronic device is hampered by poor stability. To date, the highest 
mobility for passivated BP field-effect transistors (FET) that 
do not use boron nitride encapsulation was reported to be 
<100 cm2 V−1 s−1.[10] To verify the robustness of the LiH inter-
calated BP, we tested the performance of FET devices as shown 
in Figure 5. All of the as-prepared devices show linear output 
characteristics (Figure 5a) of ohmic contact. Figure 5b,c shows 

the transfer characteristics of both pristine BP and LiH-BP 
devices, respectively. As-prepared devices show ambipolar 
behavior with hole-dominated conduction and an on/off ratio 
of ≈103. The field-effect mobilities (µFE = (1/Cox) × dσ/dVbg, 
where Cox = 12 nF cm−2 is the back gate capacitance and σ 
is the channel conductivity) of both hole and electron for as- 
prepared devices in Figure 5c are estimated to be 646 and  
14 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively, consistent with previous reports. 
We note that Hall measurements generally give a mobility 
value smaller than the field effect mobility, in addition, the 
standard deviation of our measured values is one order of mag-
nitude smaller than the average measured values.[35] Remark-
ably, LiH-BP devices survived even after 18-day exposure in air 
(20 °C, 56% humidity, natural indoor light illumination), and it 
maintained a high mobility of up to ≈800 cm2 V−1 s−1 and on/
off ratio >103. By contrast, the pristine BP devices died after 2 d 
exposure. This striking contrast highlights the remarkable air-
stability of our LiH-BP devices. However, it is worth noting that 
the air-exposed LiH-BP device showed a shift of the threshold 
voltages toward positive gate bias with increasing exposure 
time for both hole (Vth-p) and electron (Vth-n) conduction 
branches within the first half month (Figure S7, Supporting 
Information). We attribute this behavior to the p-doping effect 
from physisorbed oxygen and moisture on the channel sur-
face, where there is a charge transfer of electrons from device 
channel to surface-absorbed O2/H2O species. This is consistent 
with our XPS results which show a decrease in P 2p core level 
binding energy by 0.25 eV, due to a p-doping induced Fermi 
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Figure 4. X-ray photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) characterizations of BP and LiH-BP. XPS spectra of a) pristine BP (a) and b) LiH-BP showing the 
P 2p and Li 1s core level orbitals. Li 1s spectra are magnified by a factor of 10 for clarity. XPS spectra of c) Li-BP and d) LiH-BP after exposing to the 
ambient for 1 h showing the formation of different phosphorous oxides. Insets: Surface crystallinity is tracked using LEED. The LEED pattern of Li-BP 
vanishes immediately upon exposure to the ambient, whereas that of LiH-BP remains stable.
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level shift toward the VB, shown in Figure 4. Additionally, 
the slight increase in mobility at the start of air exposure for 
LiH-BP devices is attributed to p-doping effect from ambient 
O2/H2O species. Figure 5d shows the variation of hole mobility 
and on/off ratio with exposure time. Significantly, the carrier 
mobility of as-prepared LiH-BP remains comparable to unoxi-
dized pristine BP, which reflects the negligible scattering effect 
from intercalated ions in the conduction channel. As shown 
in the inset, the mobility of the control BP devices decreases 
rapidly within 2 days, whereas LiH-BP devices show a relatively 
steady mobility value that decreases slowly with exposure time 
(9% decrease in mobility over a period of 18 days).

By chemically intercalating BP with LiH, we have shown 
that gap opening can be induced due to the decoupling of the 
near surface BP layers, along with improvement in chemical 
stability. Pseudo-monolayer LiH-BP (x > 0.15) with an optical 
gap of ≈1.7 eV and an electronic band gap of 1.98 eV (exciton 
binding energy ≈0.28 eV) can be generated on bulk BP. The 
increase in chemical stability can be attributed to the deactiva-
tion of oxygen-reactive defects in the near surface regions by 
LiH, thus limiting the oxidation rate. The passivation of electron 
trap sites by electron transfer from LiH imparts a high carrier 
mobility (≈800 cm2 V−1 s−1) on the FET device, while maintaining 
an on/off ratio of >103. The ability to fabricate stable BP devices 
allows the material to be exploited in optoelectronics and nano-
electronics. Finally, the LiH intercalation method, which is highly 
useful for generating quasi-monolayer on bulk 2D crystals, 
should be applicable to a wide class of 2D materials.

Experimental Section

Sample Preparation: The BP crystals used are single crystals purchased 
from HQGraphene. The BP samples were mounted onto a molybdenum 
sample plate and secured by two tantalum strips clamped at the two 
ends to the sample plate. The samples were peeled using a scotch-
tape in situ to reveal a fresh surface before annealing in an ultrahigh 
vacuum chamber system of base pressure 4 × 10−10 Torr at 400 K for at 
least 2 h. Exfoliated nanosheets were transferred using a home-built HV 
transfer chamber after exfoliating in a nitrogen-filled glove box prior to 
loading into the ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber in order to maintain 
pristine unoxidized surface of BP. Lithium was deposited onto the BP 
samples using commercial SAES Li getter source with the sample held 
at room temperature, typically at a rate of ≈0.3 ML h−1. The flux was 
calibrated using XPS, and can be controlled using the current applied 
which regulates the temperature of the getter source. The source was 
thoroughly degassed before each deposition to minimize contamination. 
Intercalation was achieved by subsequent annealing at 400 K for 1 h. 
The hydrogenation reaction was carried out by annealing the sample in 
a chamber filled with 2 × 10−5 Torr of hydrogen at 450 K for around 1 h.

Sample Characterization: XPS characterizations were carried out using 
SPECS XR-50 X-ray Mg Kα (1253.7 eV) source with a pass energy of 
30 eV and a spot size of 5 mm. Detection is done by a PHOIBOS 150 
hemispherical energy analyzer (SPECS, GmbH). The binding energies of 
the XPS spectra were calibrated using Au 4f7/2 peaks. XPS peak fitting 
was carried out using a mixed Gaussian–Lorentzian function after a 
Shirley background subtraction. An area ratio of 2:1 between the P 
2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks was employed in the fit with same FWHM. UPS 
measurements were performed with a monochromatized photon energy 
of 21.2 eV (He I) through a toroidal mirror monochromator (SPECS 
GmbH). The detector utilized is the same as XPS characterizations and 
the experiments were performed in a chamber of base pressure better 
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Figure 5. Transport properties of BP and LiH-BP after air exposure. a) Output curves of as-fabricated device. Inset shows an optical image of the cor-
responding device. Scale bar: 10 µm. Transfer characteristics of b) BP and c) LiH-BP devices for various ambient exposure times. d) Charge mobility 
and on/off ratio for LiH-BP as a function of air exposure time showing superior device stability for LiH-BP. Charge mobility for pristine BP as a function 
of exposure time is shown in the inset. Unintercalated BP devices failed after 2 d exposure to the ambient.
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than 8 × 10−10 mbar. AFM measurements were performed with an XE-100 
AFM 430 (Park Systems) under ambient conditions in noncontact mode 
with pointprobe plus-non-contact high resonance frequency reflex 
coating (PPP-NCHR) cantilevers purchased from Nanosensors. PL and 
Raman spectroscopy were performed using a WiTec Alpha 300R confocal 
Raman microscope with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm and a laser 
power of <500 µW. The laser was focused on the samples using 100× 
air-objective, and a spectral grating with 1800 lines mm−1 was used for 
all Raman spectra. LEED measurements were performed using ErLEED 
1000A (SPECS, GmbH) at several positions on the BP crystals with a 
cathode current of 2.3 A, screen voltage of 5.0 kV, and electron energy of 
179 V. Samples were annealed at 400 K for 2 h and allowed to cooldown 
to room temperature prior to measurements. HREELS measurements 
were performed using a Delta 0.5 spectrometer (SPECS, GmbH) in the 
coarse mode, specular armchair direction with an impinging electron 
energy of 16 eV. Energy resolution is 20 and 30 meV for pristine BP and 
LiH-BP, respectively.

Device Fabrication: Ultrathin BP nanosheets were mechanically 
exfoliated from bulk crystals (HQgraphene) and subsequently deposited 
onto silicon substrate with 285 nm thermal SiO2 dielectric layer in an 
argon-filled glovebox. The thicknesses of the flakes were estimated by 
optical contrast. Electrode patterning was configured through electron 
beam lithography and following by deposition of Ti/Au (5 nm/70 nm) 
by thermal evaporation. After device fabrication, half of the devices were 
selected for Li intercalation and hydrogenation processes, and the other 
half was used for control experiment. Charge transport characterizations 
were carried out using a probe station in a nitrogen-filled glovebox.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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